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Introduction

❖ Fake news are the news that intentionally spread misinformation and 

deceives people for political and financial gain. 

❖ Most people depends on online platform for news than newspapers. 

❖ Encourages biases, false hopes, increase distrust and can trigger violence.

❖ Language models such as GPT-3 enable the automatic generation of realistic-

looking fake news accelerating growth.

❖ The explainability of decision can help to overcome many challenges and 

performance improvements.



Background

❖ Many works on detecting false online advertising, fake consumer reviews, 

and spam emails.

❖ Typical detection technique use text-based linguistic or visual features.

❖ Recent deep-learning methods uses features based on social platform-specific 

features such as tweets, retweets etc.

❖ Existing deep learning methods lacks transparency and interpretability.



Problem Statement

❖ Fake news can be generated using advance models/algorithms.

❖ Intentionally created to deceive a user.

❖ Narrate real events with fake claims.

❖ Handcrafted and data specific features fails.

labeled data classifier function
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Tsetlin Machine



Why Tsetlin Machine?

▪ Tsetlin Machine (TM) is a recent rule-based approach to solve tasks like

pattern recognition and data regression.

▪ TM has promising properties regarding computational simplicity,

transparency and interpretability, when compared to deep learning.

▪ TM has previously performed well in some natural language processing

(NLP) applications.



TM clause formation

TA1

Exclude x1 

Include x1

TA2

Exclude ¬x1 

Include ¬x1

TA2o-1

Exclude xo 

Include xo

TA2o

Exclude ¬xo 

Include ¬xo

…
⌵ ⌵

xu1 ¬ xu2 xuz

⌵

…

⌵

Input 0 1 0 … 1 0 1

Output 0/1



Explainable TM Framework



TM Learning

X= [“Building a wall on the U.S-Mexico border will take literally years.”], with

output target “true news” i.e., y = 1.]



TM Formulation

Input

Literal set

Clause formation

Output

XOR case



Experiments

Preprocessing:

❖ Includes tokenization, lemmatization and feature selection.

❖ Bag of Words approach.

❖ Chi-square test statistics as a feature selection technique.



Results
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Credibility Assessment 
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The credibility is defined as “the classification confidence of the TM ”



Explainability
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Explainability Comparison
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Explainability
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PolitiFact - LIME



Explainability
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GossipCop - LIME



Conclusion

▪ Tsetlin Machine employs clauses to capture the lexical and semantic features

based on word patterns in a document.

▪ The credibility assessment is performed for ranking fake news based on

classification confidence.

▪ The explainability of model is highlighted using a case study.
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Thank you!
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